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OurOctober Samplers of the Month:

"Christmas at Hawk Run Hollow" from Carriage House Samplings ~ and "We Are Blessed" from Erica Michaels Designs

Of course I want to stitch both of these this month myself ~ and several others that have arrived in the shop recently! I wish with
maturity I would get a realistic handle on what I actually can do as compared with what I want to do. But I love both of these and can't
make a choice, so I will continue to think that I can! Both are wonderful on 40c (linen for CHRH and silk gauze for Blessed). See below
for purchase information during this month.
As our October Samplers of the Month, you may save 15% on your purchase of the following during the month :

"Christmas at Hawk Run Hollow"
chart ($36) + linen (40c cut with 2-inch margins, $31 OR, for Vintage Autumn Gold, which is a double-dyed fabric, which means it
is dyed twice, is a bit more expensive ($42 for the same cut). On 40c you do NOT need to order a special cut; a stitcher's
quarter will be perfect! And if you prefer the Standard Examplar used in the model, that is usually a special-order item with
The Attic, but we will have some on hand especially for this sampler.
chart ($36) + a minimum of six silks of your choice. I recognize that many of us have silk stash and some of you may not wish to
purchase a whole set of either. However, if you do, there are 60 NPI's used ($240) + Thread Gatherer's Mint Frost ($7), which
I understand is used for the snow ~ and for the conversion that I did block by block for my Belle Soie addiction, I have used 44
colors ($286), which includes a substitute for the Mint Frost.

"We Are Blessed"
chart with silk gauze ($20) plus hand-dyed cottons ($25.40) = $45.40 less $6.81 = $38.59
chart with silk gauze ($20) plus overdyed silks ($71.50) = $91.50 less $13.73 = $77.77
If you choose to mount the silk gauze on muslin and stitch in a hoop, you will also need an 8-inch locking hoop or, if you want the
gauze mounted on mat board, there is a $15 labor charge.
If you would like to substitute 32c silk gauze, we will be happy to do that. Please note that you will need twice as much thread
because you will be stitching with 2 ply in your needle.
If you haven't stitched on silk gauze but want to try, please see below for a class.

The Attic AutumnCalendar
Tomorrow, Saturday, October 10, 2 - 4 PM, Sampler Study Group. It's time for this month's get-together. Please join
us with your sampler project in hand to sit with other sampler enthusiasts to make progress on your project ~ or get some help
with specialty stitches. Some of us have beautiful projects languishing in our stitching baskets ~ it's time to get one out and
work on it again. Please call to register. $5
Saturday, October 17, 10 - 12 Noon, Stitching on Silk Gauze and Over One on Linen. There is no specific class project
~ you may choose whichever one you'd like because the techniques are the same. In addition to stitching on silk gauze, we will
also discuss the very popular over-one-on-linen method(s), what works and what doesn't, the difference between a half cross and
the continental, and answer all of your questions. $15.

Saturday, October 24, 10 - 12:30, Christy's Ornament Club. Christy made an
outstanding selection of ornaments to feature in this fourth-Saturday-of-the-month finishing class for this year, all selected
from the 2008 edition of the JCS Ornament Issue. Please go to our Web site here
http://www.atticneedlework.com/classes/ornamentclub.html and make your choice of ornaments/finishing techniques for this last
class in this series. When you call to register, please give us your choice. In addition to Christy's excellent instruction, some
finishing materials are provided. However, ornament-specific needs, like the fabric above, should be provided by the student.
$30
Sunday, October 25, Sampler Sunday, 1 - 4 PM. PLEASE NOTE that for October, this almost-monthly gathering is on the
FOURTH Sunday rather than the third. If you remember the incredible projects we all got to see in person during the Show and
Share time as pictured at the end of the September 24th eNewsletter, it is most inspiring to be here for our Sampler Sundays,
to see the beautiful projects everyone is working on ~ and some have actually FINISHED! What a foreign concept to some of us
who have SADD (Stitching Adult Deficit Disorder)!

Saturday, October 31, Redwork Embroidery, 2 - 4 PM. Oh, dear, I forgot to photograph the in-shop models that Gary so
generously gave us to showcase this easy (that's what he says) technique to make these charming ornaments (or pillow cases or
dish towels or ...) Steps covered will be transferring the design, the several simple stitches used, and easy finishing techniques.
We will be receiving early next week a number of designs from which to choose your project. $15.

Beginning Linen, November 7, 10:30 - 12:30.

Here's the beautiful geranium bookmark, the class project for

this class with Linda, with the classic book "Linen Stitches" as the class text. You will learn basic techniques and a wonderful
edge finishing stitch, the nun's stitch, as well as stitching with overdyed threads. This class is so much more than learning to
stitch on linen ~ many invaluable tips!
Saturday, November 7, Flat Ornament Finishing (as opposed to stuffed), 2 - 4:30 PM. In the last available Saturday
time slot before our Twelfth Annual Silent Auction for Breast Cancer, join Christy for step-by-step instruction for ornament
finishing. Bring your stitched piece and backing fabric. Other finishing materials will be provided. Fee: $25. There is no fee
for anyone donating their finished ornament to our Silent Auction.

Saturday night, November 21, 6 ~ 8 p.m.

Our 12th Annual Silent Auction for Breast Cancer Research is only weeks away! We have already received nearly a hundred beautifully
created ornaments and other items, including needlework smalls and holiday decorations. Alice has donated

50 of her beautifully

handmade ornaments, wall hangings, beaded fobs, and some beautiful needlework "sets." We also have dozens of beautifully stitched and
finished ornaments that will all be displayed together to honor Sue's Legacy, ornaments that Sue stitched but didn't get finished before
her life was cut short by cancer ~ and now through Barb's organizational skills and the generosity of others, all have been beautifully
finished for this year's auction.

In a few weeks we'll photograph all of the donations received to date. Put this date on your calendar and please plan to join us for this
very worthwhile event, always held the Saturday evening before Thanksgiving. As always, all of the proceeds go to the Breast Cancer
Research Foundation. Here is their mission, as posted on their Web site: Our mission is to achieve prevention and a cure for breast
cancer in our lifetime by providing critical funding for innovative clinical and translational research at leading medical centers
worldwide, and increasing public awareness about good breast health. A minimum of 85 cents of every dollar donated goes to
research and awareness programs. That is why I selected this organization to be the recipient of the money raised through your
needle's work: because a high percentage of the money raised goes to research and awareness programs. To read more about the work
of this nonprofit organization, please to go http://www.bcrfcure.org/
Thursday night, December 17, 6 PM 'til ???, Our Annual Kris Kringle Customer Appreciation Party. We hope that you
will take a few hours away from your busy holiday schedules to join us for this annual get-together with refreshments, including
the world-famous Attic fruit punch, some flavors of the season, and an ornament exchange, another opportunity to see
beautifully stitched/finished ornaments that inspire!

What's New in The Attic

From our Vickie LoPiccolo Jennett/NeedleWorkPress:
Three Halloween notebooks, in the same format as the earlier "Sampler" ones but this time with adorable vintage Halloween
graphics on the cover. Each too cute, each measures approximately 3 1/4 x 5 1/4, and each is $4

"A Sampler Enthusiast's Book of Days for 2010 ~ This year's edition, in the 8 1/2 x 11 format, has a beautiful sampler
gracing its cover and inside, a double fold-out for each month's notes and planning guide with favorite sampler verses and
aphorisms scattered throughout.

And coming in mid-October, the newest exhibition catalogue from Witney Antiques published in conjunction with their Annual
October Textile Exhibition. For those of us unable to visit in person, these beautifully photographed catalogues are the next
best thing. I don't have the price yet for this year's edition, but it should be approximately $35 - $40.

From Just Nan:

Noella's Christmas Berry Kit ($58), a limited edition that arrived yesterday ~ if you love this one, don't delay. We can order no
more. What we have is it! And if you love birds and strawberries, well, this one's for you! This is my favorite yet of all of her enameled
pieces. The kit includes
Bird Box – 32c Belfast Linen – Beads – Ribbon - Filigree Berry Cap - Graph & Instructions. It is charted for Au Ver A’Soie or DMC

Shown on the left below, "Christmas Cheer" ($11), billed as a 2009 ornament but pictured in a lovely frame ($32). Embellishments
included with the leaflet: silver, gold & burgundy beads ~ stitched on a 32c Opalescent Belfast linen with Au Ver A'Soie (also charted
for DMC). The verse: "To one and all I sing good cheer On Christmas Day in the morning." Design size: 47 x 49. The framed design
makes a beautiful companion piece for "Noella's Christmas Berry."

And shown on the right below, "Hootzi Humbug" ($12) ~ which is the introductory design for Just*Nan's 2010 series. What's a
"Hootzi," you ask? Well, since it's not in any dictionary that we've looked in, we really should ask Carol, who uses that term for many
things. Whenever she's searching for the right word for an object and it doesn't immediately come to mind, "hootzi" seems to fit every
time! This one is stitched on 28c Cashel linen with overdyed cottons and finishes as a . . . you choose! This adorable awesome owl will
work as an ornament (it comes with its plaid ribbon) or a pincushion or a scissors fob or . . . the sky's the limit! And for that finishing
touch, Hootzi needs the new Owl pin ($10), shown with Hootzi.

The "Humbug" series begins in the New Year. Humbugs, especially mint humbugs, I've learned, are one of the best-known traditional

British sweets.
You can order them online at
http://www.treasureislandsweets.co.uk/acatalog/Mint_Humbugs_Pyramids.html#aHUM002 - I'm certain some of our well-traveled
readers have tasted these and can let us know whether we need to be enjoying this British treat while we stitch our Humbugs. January
will be "Winter Hearts" ~ April, "Spring Frills" ~ June, "Summer Wings" ~ and August, "Autumn Glory." Each Humbug, a 3-inch pyramid
shape on 28c fabric, will include a coordinating pin. Reserve your series now for delivery beginning in January 2010. Our price of $26
will include the linen cut called out in the pattern.
More new fun things from Just*Nan: Owl pin ($10) ~ Pin Needle Slide ($7) ~ the new Hedgehog pin ($10, and this one is even cuter
than the first one, so for a number of you who have been waiting, I think you will agree that it was well worth the wait ~ and the Robin
on Pinecone pin ($10).

Showing in the Online Needlework Show now ( www.theneedlework show.com) are
these items, new and being shown by Kelmscott Designs:

"Angel Song Thread Palette Prim" ($25) from Island Cottage NeedleArts. This item is available for pre-order now and will ship to us
in mid-November. This is the first in a new series of 6 designs, along with a Halloween BONUS. Each release in the series will be a
differently shaped wooden thread palette in a different color, chart design, and thread holes. The thread holes for the one above are in
the shape of wonky folk art stars, and all have been "milled" to smoothly handle beautiful silk threads. The kits are all-inclusive,
including the wooden palette, the charted design, linen, threads for both the design and the cording, finishing materials as well as
finishing instructions. You may pre-order yours now.

"Graceful Swan"($5) from Carolina House Designs is shown on silk gauze above, but information is included in the chart for various
linen counts as well ~ and "Hares' Halloween" from Plum Street Samplers is the latest in Paulette's whimsical Hares series ~ here you
see the Hares family dressed and ready for trick or treating!

From The Essamplaire:

These two beautiful reproduction sampler kits arrived in our mailbox this week. When the photographs are this beautiful, one can only
imagine the beauty of these finished samplers. On the left, "Helena Kutz 1845" ($153, kitted with silk, 35c linen) reproduced from the
Kutztown, Pennsylvania Historical Society's collection, this sampler is worked entirely in tent and basketweave stitch. The floral border
is reminiscent of that on last month's Sampler of the Month, Sarah Brignell's sampler, and Helena is buried at St. John's Lutheran
Church, pictured on her sampler. The other building is believed to be the Franklin Academy, which still survives to this day, is now a
private residence, and was across the street from where St. John's stood. Ion 35c linen the sampler measures 12.5 x 11.
The "Sarah Hatton McPhail 1828 Sampler" ($159 kitted w/ silk on 35c linen)is in the collection of the Museum of Early Southern
Decorative Arts (MESDA) at Old Salem Museums and Gardens in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, and is one of five known samplers with
similar river scenes on them. The sampler contains a number of different stitches: cross, satin, marking cross, four-sided, long-armed
cross, back, stem, and rice stitch.
Both of these samplers make me utter again: Oh, so many beautiful samplers, so little time!

From Linda/Chessie & Me:

A beautiful reproduction sampler stitched in Gentle Arts' hand-dyed wool, "Not Forgotten Sampler." ($10), 178 x 262, model stitched
on 32c Lakeside hand-dyed linen ~ and "Hearth and Home" ($9) is a sweet size, 80 x 114, and features colorful autumn hues.

"Acorn Necessaire" ($9) is stitched with Belle Soie on 32c Vintage Meadow Rue from Lakeside ~ the inside shows the new acorn pins
($14.50/set) and is finished with Kelmscott's heart thread rings on Weeks' hand-dyed wool. Linda included a complimentary fob pattern
with this design, and perhaps by next week I'll have it stitched so that I can show you! The "Pumpkin Stack Fob" comes as an allinclusive kit with the linen + the Belle Soie along with the chart. All you need to finish this charming scissors fob is a small piece of

backing fabric ~ and if you'll allow us to choose, we will include it with your kit order! It's quick to stitch ~ and, no, I didn't stitch this
on the airplane home, but I could have ~ but then I'd have two because this one was a gift. And I love it! Aren't hand-stitched gifts
the very best gift of all! We know how precious our stitching time is, and that's truly a gift from the heart.

From The Marking Sampler:

Another beautiful Ackworth School reproduction, "L Haworth 1815" ($20) ~ and a number of wonderful ornaments, each $6: "A
Christmas Sampler" stitched on 40c . . . and . .

. . . what many of you have been waiting for, the next three in Darlene's "12 Days of Christmas Series" . . .and in case you're not familiar
with the first ones in this series, here they all are:

A Correction

.

I learned yet again the lesson that I can't operate on 5 hours of sleep a night for a number of nights in a row and still function at the
necessary accuracy level. In last week's edition I erroneously showed the primitive hornbook frame from Prsicilla's Pocket to be sized
for With My Needle's "Multiplication Examplar" stitched on 40c over 2. That was terribly wrong. I had intended it for a primitive
alternative for Plum Street Samplers' "Halloween Hornbook" and for 40c over 2 for that design! Yikes! The exquisite frame by Valley
House Primitives that was chosen by Ellen Chester for her multiplication table is on order, and when it arrives, I will show you a photo of
it, along with a coordinating linen and Belle Soie for anyone wanting to stitch it in something other than blue, which is very lovely also.

Because of my error, several of you had ordered Priscilla's Pocket 's primitive frame, and Priscilla has kindly agreed to make it in a size
that will accommodate the multiplication table stitched on 32c over one.
Again, so much more to show you that will have to wait until next time: Market Day photos, new designs from Milady's Needle,
Blackbird, The Cat's Whiskers, The Sweetheart Tree, La-D-Da, and many, many more.
In closing for this week, here's some new finished pieces seen in and around the shop:

Bunny's lovely rendition of Heartstring Primitives Samplery's "Bountful Harvest Pinkeep" ($10)

Lynne's start on Little House Needleworks' "The Library" ($14).

And Rhonda's completed Parts 1 and 2 of Raise the Roof+Crescent Colours' "Christmasland" series($18/silk threadpack) on 40c Vintage
Winter Sky.
Other highlights from this past week each had to do with a ball:

As if an omen, the #4 purple jersey that my husband ordered for me on the day Brett Favre signed with the Vikings was delivered by
the UPS man at 5:23 PM on Monday, just minutes before the kickoff of the game that broke several records, like the most-watched
television event on cable ever, and the first NFL quarterback to beat all 32 teams! Oh, my, any true football fan, no matter who you
were rooting for or no matter on what side of the Favre controversy you were, had to enjoy watching that exciting game. And a soccer
match with grandson Tyerl's' team that was, relatively speaking, played in my backyard, brought me outdoors on a beautiful Autumn
afternoon when it was 10 degrees below normal here and simply refreshing to be outside in the sunshine.
Until next time, enjoy starting a new project! I have been . . . every other day! (Another sign of ADD!) Yikes!

Jean Lea

Attic Needlework & Collectibles
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